
Brighten it up. Most earth tones 
create a warm, cosy look for a 
room, but the palette can fall flat if 
you use only earthy shades in a 
space. To balance the room's 
design, pair your earth tone walls 
with pops of a light neutral shade 
that subtly brightens the space. 
Use white paint for the trim, 
moulding and architectural details 
if you feel like the space needs 
perking up.

The History of Nguni

Earth tones evoke a sense of strength and reliability. They are often seen as solid, much like 
the earth, and are generally associated with resilience, dependability, security, and safety. 

Earth tones bring to mind feelings of warmth, comfort, and security. 

They are often described as natural, down-to-earth, and conventional, but can also be seen 
as sophisticated when paired with other shades from a similar palette. 

NGUNI
From Our 2020 Palette

Vilakazi Sunset

No matter the season, weaving hints of nature into your home is a welcoming way to 
bring the outside in. Everyone loves the natural beauty, texture, and warmth that utilising 
natural colours brings to a space. It can be as simple as a rustic beam over a fireplace, 
floating shelving of white oak, or a full kitchen of warm wood colours with a clear coat or 
light wash finish. “Earth tones” describe a palette of colours inspired by nature. Browns, 
greys, greens, and tans work together harmoniously to mimic the colour scheme found 

in the great outdoors.

Our colour of the month for February is Nguni, a rich, warm, 
earthy shade from our 2020 Vilakazi Sunset palette. This 
beautiful colour is named after the Nguni cattle, a hybrid breed 
that has existed in Southern Africa for over 8 000 years.  

Nguni hides are extremely popular because of their colours and 
variety of patterns. The Zulu language has over 300 words to 
describe the colours of their cattle. Patterns on the cow hides 
serve as inspiration for many folk tales and analogies that have 
been passed down through generations of Nguni tribes.
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